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In the process of state building in Ukraine, the formation of information society
and the principles of cultural and civilizational identification of the state in the context of
globalization, much attention should be paid to creating conditions for the
implementation of power-appropriate social relationships of modern information and
communication technologies (ICT). Because of these technologies, the relationship
between members of public-private partnership can gain a new level, which has to
promote accessibility, transparency and openness of government, which are the
cornerstone principles of democratic governance in the country. However, as the
experience of European countries shows during the implementation of reforms in the
country, introduction of modern management techniques, technologies, public
participation and other technologies based on the use of ICT, an important issue that
requires a solution is the scientific study of approaches to processes of transformation of
technologies of democratic governance in general.
The analysis of current publications suggests that the study technology of edemocracy is urgent now and requires further systematic development in the context of
study of public administration in Ukraine. However, ideas are reflected in the reviewed
scientific papers need their further development nowadays. In particular, we believe that
the historical process of transformation of traditional democracy in electron determining
the objective components of this process should be considered more detailed.
The aim of the article is to study the transformation process of technologies of
democratic governance during the transformation of traditional democracy in electronic
and defining objective components of this process.
In the conditions of information society the transformation of technologies of
democratic governance, due to changing technology processing and dissemination of
information, is going on. Modern power-social relations under such conditions require
not only a «rebooting» in fact, but transformation on the technological level that provides
new ways of processing management information under the formation, approval and

implementation of socially important decisions. In this context there is a need for further
research of technologies of e-democracy, taking into account the dynamic formation of
information society in Ukraine and the rapid development of information and
communication technologies. The combination of these factors will transform the system
of public administration on the principles of democratic governance in ways that are
specific to e-government. Thus the key subjects of study, mastering and practical
application of all subjects of public-social relations are: transformed objects and subjects
of e-democracy; processes of interaction; virtual environment of e-democracy, its
architecture and technical software.

